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to meet aliens, time travelers, and psychics! A chance conversation
between the two inspires Haruhi to form the SOS Brigade, a school club
created for the sole purpose of gathering together such supernatural
beings. The initial members consist of the mute bookworm Yuki Nagato,
the timid but voluptuous Miharu Asahina, and the polite and ever-smiling
Itsuki Koizumi. By the end of this first volume, Kyon quickly finds out
that these seemingly "helpless victims" of Haruhi's are actually members
of secret organizations-both futuristic and alien-with the single aim of
keeping watch over Haruhi Suzumiya as she is the pinnacle of some
major calamity on the horizon...
A Centenary History of the Indian National Congress, 1885-1985:
1919-1935 - 1985

Shutter - Courtney Alameda 2015-02-03
Micheline Helsing is a tetrachromat -- a girl who sees the auras of the
undead in a prismatic spectrum. As one of the last descendants of the
Van Helsing lineage, she has trained since childhood to destroy monsters
both corporeal and spiritual: the corporeal undead go down by the bullet,
the spiritual undead by the lens. With an analog SLR camera as her best
weapon, Micheline exorcises ghosts by capturing their spiritual energy
on film. She's aided by her crew: Oliver, a techno-whiz and the boy who
developed her camera's technology; Jude, who can predict death; and
Ryder, the boy Micheline has known and loved forever. When a routine
ghost hunt goes awry, Micheline and the boys are infected with a curse
known as a soulchain. As the ghostly chains spread through their bodies,
Micheline learns that if she doesn't exorcise her entity in seven days or
less, she and her friends will die. Now pursued as a renegade agent by
her monster-hunting father, Leonard Helsing, she must track and destroy
an entity more powerful than anything she's faced before . . . or die
trying. Lock, stock, and lens, she's in for one hell of a week.
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 1 (Manga) - Nagaru
Tanigawa 2011-11-14
Kyon is your ordinary high school freshman who has long given up on his
childhood dreams of encountering the fantastic and supernatural...or so
he thought. From the very first day of school, his classmate-the beautiful
but eccentric Haruhi Suzumiya-makes it very clear that her only desire is
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Manga - Toni Johnson-Woods 2010-04-15
Once upon a time, one had to read Japanese in order to enjoy manga.
Today manga has become a global phenomenon, attracting audiences in
North America, Europe, Africa, and Australia. The style has become so
popular, in fact, that in the US and UK publishers are appropriating the
manga style in a variety of print material, resulting in the birth of
harlequin mangas which combine popular romance fiction titles with
manga aesthetics. Comic publishers such as Dark Horse and DC Comics
are translating Japanese "classics", like Akira, into English. And of course
it wasn't long before Shakespeare received the manga treatment. So
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what is manga? Manga roughly translates as "whimsical pictures" and its
long history can be traced all the way back to picture books of eighteenth
century Japan. Today, it comes in two basic forms: anthology magazines
(such as Shukan Shonen Jampu) that contain several serials and manga
'books' (tankobon) that collect long-running serials from the anthologies
and reprint them in one volume. The anthologies contain several serials,
generally appear weekly and are so thick, up to 800 pages, that they are
colloquially known as phone books. Sold at newspaper stands and in
convenience stores, they often attract crowds of people who gather to
read their favorite magazine. Containing sections addressing the manga
industry on an international scale, the different genres, formats and
artists, as well the fans themselves, Manga: An Anthology of Global and
Cultural Perspectives is an important collection of essays by an
international cast of scholars, experts, and fans, and provides a one-stop
resource for all those who want to learn more about manga, as well as
for anybody teaching a course on the subject.
Mecha & Manga - Alejandro Melchor 2009-06-01
Super Mecha Roleplay Powers Go! Japanese manga and anime have
become hugely popular in the English-speaking world and now they are
coming to the Mutants & Masterminds roleplaying game. This
sourcebook takes Mutants & Masterminds from its Silver Age roots into
a whole new style of comics. Inside you'll find all-new character
archetypes, rules for mecha design and creation, campaign advice, and
exciting worlds with adventures galore!
Silk Dragon Salsa - Rhys Ford 2020-07-14
Stalker Kai always knew Death walked in his shadow. But when his
search for his mentor's estranged brother brings Death to his door, Kai
discovers a fierce need to live life to the fullest.
Mad Lizard Mambo - Rhys Ford 2019-03-05
Stalker Kai Gracen and sidhe lord Ryder chase down ancient magic in
the Nevada desert, in the hopes it can save their people. But what they
find might ruin Kai’s future with his own kind—and Ryder.
Among the Living (PsyCop #1) - Jordan Castillo Price 2010-04
Victor Bayne, the psychic half a PsyCop team, is a gay medium who's
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more concerned with flying under the radar than in making waves. He
hooks up with Jacob Marks, a non-psychic (or "Stiff") from an adjacent
precinct and it seems like his dubious luck has improved, when a serial
killer with a gruesome M.O. surfaces--and no one agrees what he looks
like. Explicit gay content.
Lost Souls - Poppy Brite 2010-11-03
Vampires . . . they ache, they love, they thirst for the forbidden. They are
your friends and lovers, and your worst fears. “A major new voice in
horror fiction . . . an electric style and no shortage of nerve.”—Booklist
At a club in Missing Mile, N.C., the children of the night gather, dressed
in black, look for acceptance. Among them are Ghost, who sees what
others do not; Ann, longing for love; and Jason, whose real name is
Nothing, newly awakened to an ancient, deathless truth about his father,
and himself. Others are coming to Missing Mile tonight. Three beautiful,
hip vagabonds—Molochai, Twig, and the seductive Zillah, whose eyes are
as green as limes—are on their own lost journey, slaking their ancient
thirst for blood, looking for supple young flesh. They find it in Nothing
and Ann, leading them on a mad, illicit road trip south to New Orleans.
Over miles of dark highway, Ghost pursues, his powers guiding him on a
journey to reach his destiny, to save Ann from her new companions, to
save Nothing from himself. . . . “An important and original work . . . a
gritty, highly literate blend of brutality and sentiment, hope and
despair.”—Science Fiction Chronicle
Monster theory [electronic resource] - Jeffrey Jerome Cohen 1996
The contributors to Monster Theory consider beasts, demons, freaks and
fiends as symbolic expressions of cultural unease that pervade a society
and shape its collective behavior. Through a historical sampling of
monsters, these essays argue that our fascination for the monstrous
testifies to our continued desire to explore difference and prohibition.
K-ON! - kakifly, 2014-02-18
When their high school's pop-music club is about to be disbanded due to
lack of interest, four girls step up to fill the membership quota.
Unfortunately, lead guitarist Yui Hirasawa has never played an
instrument in her life. Ever. And although she likes the idea of being in a
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band, standing in front of the mirror posing with her guitar is a lot easier
than actually playing it. It's gonna be a while before this motley crew is
rocking out, but with their spunk and determination cranked to 11,
anything is possible!
The World's Most Haunted Hospitals - Richard Estep 2016-01-25
A paramedic and paranormal investigator takes readers on a terrifying
tour of haunted hospitals, asylums, and medical facilities across the
globe. Hospitals are the nexus point between life and death, the place
into which people enter this world, but also exit it. When we consider
what has taken place behind the closed doors of hospitals since the
inception of the medical profession, it should come as no surprise to
discover that so many of them are haunted. In The World's Most Haunted
Hospitals, paramedic and paranormal investigator Richard Estep
recounts some of the most fascinating—and chilling—stories of hospital
hauntings from across the globe, including: The apparitions at an old
Utah hospital, now a nursing home, whose appearances are said to
predict a patient's death. The Italian island referred to by locals as "the
gateway to Hell," where the spirits of thousands of plague victims prowl
the streets. The terrifying phenomena that keep visitors away from an
abandoned airbase hospital in the Philippines. The ghostly nurse who has
haunted the corridors of a London hospital for generations.
Black Dog Blues - Rhys Ford 2019-03-05
Stalker and elfin outcast Kai Gracen has no hope of escaping a deadly
bloodline feud.
Lithuanian Horses - Mindaugas Bertasius 2009-03-01
Lithuanian horses are part of Lithuania's cultural heritage. Horse lovers,
professionals and amateurs, know about the old horse breed ?emaitukas.
Though ?emaitukai gave the beginning of three breeds: Trakehner,
Lithuanian Heavy Draught Horses and ?emaitukas the heavy-type, they
themselves were on the edge of the xtinct many times. This book
illuminates the common history of a Lithuanian and a horse in various
aspects. The appearance of ?emaitukas and other Lithuanian horse
breeds, their diffusion, the condition of equestrian sports and horsebreeding perspectives in Lithuania are reviewed in this stunning book.
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Dirty Secret - Rhys Ford 2012-09-28
Sequel to Dirty KissA Cole McGinnis Mystery Loving Kim Jae-Min isn't
always easy: Jae is gun-shy about being openly homosexual. Ex-cop
turned private investigator Cole McGinnis doesn't know any other way to
be. Still, he understands where Jae is coming from. Traditional Korean
men aren't gay--at least not usually where people can see them. But Cole
can't spend too much time unraveling his boyfriend's issues. He has a job
to do. When a singer named Scarlet asks him to help find Park Dae-Hoon,
a gay Korean man who disappeared nearly two decades ago, Cole finds
himself submerged in the tangled world of rich Korean families, where
obligation and politics mean sacrificing happiness to preserve corporate
empires. Soon the bodies start piling up without rhyme or reason. With
every step Cole takes toward locating Park Dae-Hoon, another person
meets their demise--and someone Cole loves could be next on the
murderer's list.
Duck Duck Ghost - Rhys Ford 2014-09-08
Away from home, Tristan soon finds himself in a spectral battle that
threatens not only his sanity but also his relationship with Wolf.
The Ghost on My Couch - L.A. Gilbert 2011-03-23
Alex Tanner is a male nurse who divides his time between his job and his
television schedule. His idea of the perfect partner, like so many other
people’s, is a tall, dark, and handsome man. Preferably alive and
breathing. Surely that’s not asking too much? Then an uninvited guest—a
ghost, of all things—forces Alex to question what he’s always looked for
in a lover and his definition of what makes a person so beautiful.
Murder and Mayhem - Rhys Ford 2015-06-05
Murder and Mayhem: Book One Dead women tell no tales. Former cat
burglar Rook Stevens stole many a priceless thing in the past, but he's
never been accused of taking a life--until now. It was one thing to find a
former associate inside Potter's Field, his pop culture memorabilia shop,
but quite another to stumble across her dead body. Detective Dante
Montoya thought he'd never see Rook Stevens again--not after his former
partner falsified evidence to entrap the jewelry thief and Stevens walked
off scot-free. So when he tackled a fleeing murder suspect, Dante was
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shocked to discover the blood-covered man was none other than the thief
he'd fought to put in prison and who still makes his blood sing. Rook is
determined to shake loose the murder charge against him, even if it
means putting distance between him and the rugged Cuban-Mexican
detective who brought him down. If one dead con artist wasn't bad
enough, others soon follow, and as the bodies pile up around Rook's feet,
he's forced to reach out to the last man he'd expect to believe in his
innocence--and the only man who's ever gotten under Rook's skin.
Ramen Assassin - Rhys Ford 2019-06-25
Kuro Jenkins is an ex-government agent who was retired out. He now
owns a ramen shop in Los Angeles when Trey Bishop, a burned-out
former child star, brings a gunfight and murder to his front door.
Black Magic - Megan Derr
When High Paladin Sorin discovers the brutally dismembered body of his
cousin Alfrey, a much loved priest in the royal palace, he is left baffled as
to who would do so terrible a thing to so good a man. But to find the
answer to that question, he must cooperate with one of the highly
despised necromancers, men who practice black magic, sleep in
graveyards and feed upon souls... The necromancer Koray, however, is
far from what he expected. He is beautiful, stubborn, and possessed of a
tongue sharp enough to cut down even the High Paladin himself. Koray is
also possessed of a strength like nothing Sorin has ever encountered,
and the power of the Goddess herself. It does not take them long to
realize that solving a murder is the easiest challenge they must face, and
in order to save a kingdom they must first unravel centuries of lies and
misunderstandings.
Hellion - Rhys Ford 2019-11-19
From the moment SFPD Detective Ruan Nicholls meets Ivo Rogers, he
knows the tattoo artist is going to bring chaos to his neat, orderly life. A
hellion down to the bone, Ivo is someone Ruan not only doesn't
understand, he's not even sure he needs to. Everything about Ivo is
vibrant, brash, cocky, and arrogant, and Ruan wants no part of him. Or at
least that's the lie he tells himself when he damps down his desire for the
social wild child life tosses into his path. For Ivo Rogers, life revolves
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around two things--his family and 415 Ink, the tattoo shop he co-owns
with his four brothers. His family might be stitched together by their
battle scars from growing up in foster care, but their brotherhood is
tight--and strong enough to hold Ivo together during the times when he
falls apart. Now Ivo faces a new challenge when he falls for a cop with an
old-school mentality on how a man looks and acts. Ruan is the promise of
a life Ivo thought he'd never have, but their clashing perspectives
threaten any chance of a relationship. Being the family's hellion makes it
easy to be misunderstood, yet Ivo has faith Ruan will not only embrace
who he is but love him as well.
Without Reservations - J. L. Langley 2019
Keaton is the mate of Chay's dreams--Chay just didn't expect him to be
male. But Keaton isn't sure about another lover who denies being gay.
Can they depend on each other when Keaton's life is in danger?
Rebel - Rhys Ford 2017-12-29
Tragedy and heartbreak haunt Gus Scott’s return to his family’s tattoo
shop. A son from a one-night stand and the firefighter who stole his heart
await him, but can he find love again or is it too late to build a new life?
Jacked Cat Jive - Rhys Ford 2019-03-05
Stalker Kai Gracen is caught between two worlds, the humans who
raised him and the elfin Courts he was born to. When Ryder, a Sidhe lord
he’s sworn to protect, needs him to rescue a group of refugees, Kai must
rise to the challenge without losing a part of himself in the process.
Dirty Kiss - Rhys Ford 2011-07-01
Cole Kenjiro McGinnis, ex-cop and PI, is trying to get over the shooting
death of his lover when a supposedly routine investigation lands in his
lap. Investigating the apparent suicide of a prominent Korean
businessman’s son proves to be anything but ordinary, especially when it
introduces Cole to the dead man’s handsome cousin, Kim Jae-Min. JaeMin’s cousin had a dirty little secret, the kind that Cole has been familiar
with all his life and that Jae-Min is still hiding from his family. The
investigation leads Cole from tasteful mansions to seedy lover’s trysts to
Dirty Kiss, the place where the rich and discreet go to indulge in desires
their traditional-minded families would rather know nothing about. It
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also leads Cole McGinnis into Jae-Min’s arms, and that could be a
problem. Jae-Min’s cousin’s death is looking less and less like a suicide,
and Jae-Min is looking more and more like a target. Cole has already lost
one lover to violence—he’s not about to lose Jae-Min too.
With Caution - J. L. Langley 2008
A brother's vow. A lover's promise. Both could put them all at deadly
risk. Remington Lassiter is trying his best to stay out of trouble while he
learns the ropes of being a werewolf. When his little brother turns up
covered in bruises, he is driven to finally bring their abusive father to
justice. Jake Romero, a crack private investigator with a bad-boy biker
image, realizes he has his work cut out for him when Remi asks for his
help. From the first moment he turned Remi into a werewolf in order to
save his life, Jake has been fighting to keep his inner demons at bay. He's
torn between the desire to tell Remi they are destined to be mates, and
the need to first let Remi get used to the werewolf life. Jake will do
anything to protect Remi and help him break the cycle of abuse he has
endured all his life, but his investigation is about to uncover something
far more sinister and deadly than they ever imagined. Warning: explicit
sex, graphic language, violence, hot nekkid man-love.
Drawing Blood - Poppy Brite 2010-11-24
Poppy Z. Brite re-imagines the haunted house novel, creating a fresh,
sensual, and totally original reading experience. IT'S A PASSION. IT'S
AN ART. IT'S THE ONLY WAY OUT. . . In the house on Violin Road he
found the bodies of his brother, his mother, and the man who killed them
both—his father. From the house on Violin Road, in Missing Mile, North
Carolina, Trevor McGee ran for his sanity and his soul, after his famous
cartoonist father had exploded inexplicably into murder and suicide. Now
Trevor is back. In the company of a New Orleans computer hacker on the
run from the law, Trevor has returned to face the ghosts that still live on
Violin Road, to find the demons that drove his father to murder his
family—and worse, to spare one of his sons. . . . But as Trevor begins to
draw his own cartoon strip, he loses himself in a haze of lines and art and
thoughts of the past, the haunting begins. Trevor and his lover plunge
into a cyber-maze of cartoons, ghosts, and terror that will lead either to
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understanding—true understanding—or to a blood-raining repetition of
the past. . . . Praise for Drawing Blood “Electrifying . . . explosive lyricism
. . . [a] soul-sucking antagonist . . . rich background descriptions. That
there is a Brite future never doubt.”—Kirkus Reviews “Exotica . . .
disaffected youth . . . a spicy gumbo of sub-cultural hipness simmered in
a cauldron of modern horror fiction.”—Fangoria “Darker and more exotic
than Anne Rice, more cerebral than Stephen King . . . Horror is rarely
this good.”—Echo
The Engineered Throne - Megan Derr
Lord Vellem is desperate to escape. His father hides from his problems in
alcohol, his mother hides from her misery in drugs, and his brother fled
to the relative safety of the royal palace. Vellem found solace in the Royal
Army Corp of Engineers, but true escape from a life of violence remains
out of reach. Then his brother provides him with an unexpected chance:
marriage to a prince of their country's oldest enemy to help bring about
peace once and for all. The marriage promises Vellem not just a fresh
start in a new land, but a challenge to his famed skills in building roads
and bridges. But before he can settle into his new life, tragedy strikes,
and Vellem isn't certain he's up to rebuilding the ruin left in its wake.
Fish Stick Fridays - Rhys Ford 2015-11-30
Can bad to the bone Deacon fight off a killer before he loses not only his
niece, Zig, but bookstore owner Lang too?
Fish and Ghosts - Rhys Ford 2013-12-30
Tristan inherited Hoxne Grange, a way station for spirits. Wolf Kincaid
was hired by Tristan's family to prove the Grange isn't haunted.
The Story of a Blacklisted Bootlegger - Kevin Neece 2021-05-25
In order to report his late father's real life EPA whistleblower crime,
Kevin Neece confesses his life story to the FBI in the form of a
Scandalous Filmmaker Tell All that's been described as Self Delusional,
Self Destructive, and Surreal.
Sinner's Gin - Rhys Ford 2019-04-16
There's a dead body in Miki St. John's vintage Pontiac GTO, and he has
no idea how it got there. After Miki survives the tragic accident that
killed his best friend and the other members of their band, Sinner's Gin,
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all he wants is to hide from the world in the refurbished warehouse he
bought before their last tour. But when the man who sexually abused him
as a boy is killed and his remains are dumped in Miki's car, Miki fears
Death isn't done with him yet. Kane Morgan, the SFPD inspector renting
space in the art co-op next door, initially suspects Miki had a hand in the
man's murder, but Kane soon realizes Miki is as much a victim as the
man splattered inside the GTO. As the murderer's body count rises, the
attraction between Miki and Kane heats up. Neither man knows if they
can make a relationship work, but despite Miki's emotional damage,
Kane is determined to teach him how to love and be loved--provided, of
course, Kane can catch the killer before Miki becomes the murderer's
final victim.
Differently Morphous - Yahtzee Croshaw 2019-04-16
Differently Morphous is the latest and greatest tale to emerge from the
mind of writer Yahtzee Croshaw (Mogworld, Jam, Will Save the Galaxy
for Food). A magical serial killer is on the loose, and gelatinous,
otherworldly creatures are infesting the English countryside. Which is
making life for the Ministry of Occultism difficult, because magic is
supposed to be their best kept secret. After centuries in the shadows, the
Ministry is forced to unmask, exposing the country's magical history--and
magical citizens--to a brave new world of social media, government
scrutiny, and public relations. On the trail of the killer are the Ministry's
top agents: a junior operative with a photographic memory (and not
much else), a couple of overgrown schoolboys with godlike powers, and a
demonstrably insane magician. But as they struggle for results, their
superiors at HQ must face the greatest threat the Ministry has ever
known: the forces of political correctness . . .
Back in Black - Rhys Ford 2020-02-04
Private Investigator Cole McGinnis is back, and Los Angeles is not only
ready for him, it also wants him dead. And it appears, so do some of his
clients.
Bad, Dad, and Dangerous - Rhys Ford 2020-10-06
When the kids are away, the monsters will play. With their kids off at
summer camp, these handsome dads protect the world from other things
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that go bump in the night—but can they find time for romance too?
Ink and Shadows - Rhys Ford 2015-07-07
Book One of Ink and Shadows Kismet Andreas lives in fear of the
shadows. For the young tattoo artist, the shadows hold more than
darkness. He is certain of his insanity because the dark holds creatures
and crawling things only he can seeâmonsters who hunt out the weak to
eat their minds and souls, leaving behind only empty husks and despair.
And if there's one thing Kismet fears more than being huntedâit's the
madness left in its wake. The shadowy Veil is Mal's home. As Pestilence,
he is the youngestâand most inexperiencedâof the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse, immortal manifestations resurrected to serveâand
cullâmankind. Invisible to all but the dead and insane, the Four exist
between the Veil and the mortal world, bound to their nearly eternal fate.
Feared by other immortals, the Horsemen live in near solitude but Mal
longs to know more than Death, War and Famine. Mal longs to beâ¦ more
human. To interact with someone other than lunatics or the deceased.
When Kismet rescues Mal from a shadowy attack, Pestilence is suddenly
thrust into a vicious warâwhere mankind is the prize, and the only one
who has faith in Mal is the human the other Horsemen believe is
destined to die.
100 Days of Sunlight - Abbie Emmons 2019-08-07
When 16-year-old poetry blogger Tessa Dickinson is involved in a car
accident and loses her eyesight for 100 days, she feels like her whole
world has been turned upside-down. Terrified that her vision might never
return, Tessa feels like she has nothing left to be happy about. But when
her grandparents place an ad in the local newspaper looking for a typist
to help Tessa continue writing and blogging, an unlikely answer knocks
at their door: Weston Ludovico, a boy her age with bright eyes, an
optimistic smile...and no legs. Knowing how angry and afraid Tessa is
feeling, Weston thinks he can help her. But he has one condition -- no
one can tell Tessa about his disability. And because she can't see him,
she treats him with contempt: screaming at him to get out of her house
and never come back. But for Weston, it's the most amazing feeling: to
be treated like a normal person, not just a sob story. So he comes back.
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Again and again and again. Tessa spurns Weston's "obnoxious optimism",
convinced that he has no idea what she's going through. But Weston
knows exactly how she feels and reaches into her darkness to show her
that there is more than one way to experience the world. As Tessa grows
closer to Weston, she finds it harder and harder to imagine life without
him -- and Weston can't imagine life without her. But he still hasn't told
her the truth, and when Tessa's sight returns he'll have to make the
hardest decision of his life: vanish from Tessa's world...or overcome his
fear of being seen. 100 Days of Sunlight is a poignant and heartfelt novel
by author Abbie Emmons. If you like sweet contemporary romance and
strong family themes then you'll love this touching story of hope, healing,
and getting back up when life knocks you down.
Mists of Akuma - Mike Myler 2019-06-05
Mists of Akuma is an eastern fantasy noir steampunk campaign setting
for use with the newest edition of the world's most popular tabletop
roleplaying game. Using new mechanics steeped in eastern lore, the
book focuses on providing in-depth urban settings and a diverse array of
character options to make truly unique parties of adventurers perfectly
suited to survive the decay and desperation in Soburin. Bengoshi
(governmental agents) empowered to deputize individuals in service of
the Masuto Dynasty are attempting to hold the apocalypse at bay but
intrigue and graft are as common and deadly as the corrupting fog, and
the ancient threat's influence is spread all the further by the despair of
Emperor Hitoshi's subjects. In the 340-page deluxe version of the Mists
of Akuma rulebook, you'll find... An overview of the recent history of
Soburin and basic information about the world including the dangerous
Mists of Akuma, rules for traveling the prefectures, and what rigors
maddened explorers must overcome to visit the apocalypse that has
become of the other continents. Over 100 NPCs and monsters ranging
from foreign generals to eastern dragons, powerful bengoshi and
underlings from each of the 24 unique clans, and more than two dozen
kami, oni, and tsukumogami! Cultural practices and traditions for
Soburin inspired by and drawn from eastern lore. Gorgeous cover
artwork by Claudio Pozas, interior scene illustrations by Indi Martin and
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Sara Shijo, and character illustrations by Jacob Blackmon and Nathanael
Batchelor! A chapter each detailing three different cities: the capital of
the Imperial Prefecture, Sanbaoshi, the advanced mechanical metropolis
of Kyofu, and the traditionalist magic-steeped settlement of Nagabuki.
Short stories with gorgeous half page illustrations at the start of each
chapter to firmly posit the desperation and diversity inherent to
adventuring in Soburin! Details on each of the two dozen clans of the
prefectures, including the bengoshi that negotiate on the behalf of each
ruling family's lady or lord and how the Kengen Occupation affected each
region of Soburin. 7 new character backgrounds and guidelines for
adapting existing character backgrounds when playing in Soburin as well
as new conditions, the Culture skill, and 6 maps for the continent and its
settlements by cartographers Michael McCarthy, Mike Myler, and Tommi
Salama! 19 different archetypes that provide exciting theme-appropriate
character options for every class! 14 new races to breathe life into
Soburin, making it an exotic and unique world that is eager to shrug off
the shackles of western imperialism. 32 new character feats, over 10
pages of equipment that ranges from new armor and weapons to
steampunk prostheses and vehicles, and 22 new Eastern-themed spells!
And more. This anniversary edition includes Revenge of the Pale Master,
a 25-page mystery adventure set in Soburin.
Savior - Rhys Ford 2019-03-15
A savior lies in the heart of every good man, but sometimes only love can
awaken the man inside the savior. The world's had it out for San
Francisco firefighter Mace Crawford from the moment he was born.
Rescued from a horrific home life and dragged through an uncaring
foster system, he's dedicated his life to saving people, including the men
he calls his brothers. As second-in-command of their knitted-together
clan, Mace guides his younger siblings, helps out at 415 Ink, the family
tattoo shop, and most of all, makes sure the brothers don't discover his
darkest secrets. It's a lonely life with one big problem--he's sworn off
love, and Rob Claussen, one of 415 Ink's tattoo artists, has gotten under
his skin in the worst way possible. Mace's world is too tight, too
controlled to let Rob into his life, much less his heart, but the brash
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After losing his job, his girlfriend, and his home, Brody learns that things
can get even worse when he begins seeing a ghostly teenage girl
watching him in the street. What he hopes is a hallucination proves all
too real when the ghost tells him she needs his help hunting down a
dangerous killer, and that he must undergo training from the spirit of a
centuries-old samurai to unlock his hidden ghost talker powers.

Filipino inker is there every time Mace turns around. He can't let Rob in
without shaking the foundations of the life he's built, but when an evil
from his past resurfaces, Mace is forced to choose between protecting
his lies and saving the man he's too scared to love.
Brody's Ghost - 2016
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